Sir Andy Murray needs your help! He is desperate to win more Grand Slams. To do so he needs to find different ways of moving and exercising. Can you help Sir Andy find as many different exercises as possible? He wants to hire a new full-time fitness coach - could this be the job for you?

Learning:
- To be able to take it in turns and turn over only two cones per go!
- To be able to remember and replicate the correct fitness movements as they move between cones.
- To be aware of others as they move to remember where particular fitness movements are positioned and hidden in the grid.
- To observe others and use movement clues to work out where movements are hidden in the grid.
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To get the job all you need to do is find matching fitness activities.

When it is your go run out to a cone and look underneath, then place the cone back on top. Then travel to any other cone using the exercise that you just saw. When you arrive at the next cone have a look underneath - is it the same exercise? If yes pick both cones up and take back to your team. If not place the cone back and head back to your team join the back of the line and send out your next person for their go!

Watch everyone closely - they might give you clues that help you find some pairs!